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Chapter 2:
Man Free

Man Free is a man to man coverage with two free
players. The two free players are the low hole and the
middle of the field, or post defender. Most teams play man
to man coverage out of a 4-2-5 scheme so that they have
more defensive backs to cover players man to man. This is
also a good time to use the hybrid linebacker/ safety that I
mentioned in Football 101. It’s convenient to have the
hybrid player because you don’t have to sub in an extra
defensive back for man to man coverages. With some
teams, it’s obvious when they are running man to man
because they sub in a defensive back, and the only time
they do that is when they run man coverage. If you have the
hybrid player that can do both, it limits the situations where
you have to make substitutions. I understand not every
team, especially at the high school level, can have a player
like this to choose from so just make sure that you are
putting the players that you do have in the best possible
situation to be successful
The following 2x2 formation is one of the most common
formations in football and is a great starting point for
teaching man free coverage.
Diagram 1

(*for coverage purposes the defensive line is always
drawn in a base “Over” front)

Before we get into the X’s and O’s it’s important to
establish a few pre-snap rules within your man free
coverage. The first is determining where your nickel, or
hybrid player will go to start the play. Most teams put this
player to the field side, but some also tell them to go
wherever the passing strength is. In this world of high
tempo offenses, I prefer to have the nickel, or hybrid player
always set up to the field. With that said, I also like to have
my middle of the field player dialed in to the matchups so
that they can potentially help more on certain mismatches.
No matter which way you decide to do it, it is still
important to communicate where the wide side of the field
is and where the passing strength is. In Football 101 I
talked about how to determine what the field and boundary
are and where the passing strength is, but you have to be
able to communicate that information with everyone on
defense. Both the passing strength and the field side are
best communicated with an “R” word or an “L” word, for
right and left. The wide side of the field could be something
like “ring, ring, ring,” or “lucky, lucky, lucky,” and the
passing strength could be communicated simply as “left,
left, left,” or “right, right, right.” These are not end all be
all rules, but they will help put your players in the best
positions to be successful.
In the picture on the previous page (diagram 1), you will
notice the ball is in the middle of the field. If this is the case
then both the passing strength and the wide side of the field
should be communicated as “ring, ring, ring,” and “right,

right, right.” Again, more often than not the wide side of
the field and the passing strength will be the same.
Now let’s take a look at an example. Diagram 1 has a #1
and #2 receiver on both sides of the center and the running
back is the #3 receiver. Both corners will be responsible for
both #1 receivers. The nickel/hybrid player is responsible
for the #2 receiver to his side, and the left safety is
responsible for the #2 receiver on the side opposite of the
nickel/hybrid player. That leaves the right safety to cover
the middle of the field, and the two linebackers to cover the
low hole and the running back. Refer back to the Chapter
cover page to see the whole picture of everyone’s
responsibility.
You might ask, if the linebackers are covering both the
low hole, and the running back, what determines who
covers what? The linebackers play a technique called
“B.O.Y.S.” B.O.Y.S. is an acronym for “Back Out Your
Side.” Coaches are always trying to find ways to make
learning and understanding football simpler and acronyms
are a great way to do this. “Back Out Your Side” means
exactly what is sounds like. If the running back runs a route
to the right, the right linebacker, which is the Mike in
diagram 1, will take the running back, and the other
linebacker will become the low hole player. If the running
back ran out to the left, then the left linebacker, which is
the Will in diagram 1, would play man on him and the
Mike would become the low hole player. Diagrams 2 and 3
below are examples of how boys should be played.

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

There are a lot of teaching points to man free coverage
but one of the most important is leverage. Because you
have low hole and deep middle of the field help, your
players on the #2 receivers should play outside leverage.
Let’s say that you sent your low hole player on a blitz
instead of playing low hole. In that case you would want to
switch your leverage to inside because you have no low
hole, inside help. If you blitz the low hole player, and your
man player plays outside leverage, that makes for an easy
release on an in breaking route and an easy throw for a
quarterback. Make sure your players always know what
leverage to play and where their help is or isn’t.
Your low hole player and your middle of the field
players are technically free players, so you have the ability
to do some different things with them. Many teams facing
an opponent with a really good receiver will tell their
middle of the field player to favor that receiver, which
creates somewhat of a double team. Another option is if
you are facing a quarterback that stares down where he’s
throwing you can give your middle of the field player
freedom to follow the quarterback’s eyes and be quicker
with their breaks. There is a lot of possibilities but the
important thing to understand is you have a lot of freedom
to game plan different things for the middle of the field

player to do. We will take a look at how some of the best
safeties are used in these situations in Part II.
The next thing to look at is how the coverage adjusts
versus a 3x1 formation. In diagram 4 the first thing worth
noting, as always, is the field and passing strength calls.
The communication for this diagram would be “lucky,
lucky, lucky, left, left, left.” That sets the nickel/hybrid
player to the left and helps determine which safety will be
playing man coverage. One thing you can game plan is if
the nickel will cover the #2 receiver or the #3 receiver. In
the picture below, I have drawn the nickel covering the #3
receiver, which means the left safety will cover #2. Again,
this can be a game plan decision based on your players
strengths and weaknesses, as well as who the opposing
receivers are. Because the left safety is covering #2, that
means that the right safety will be the post player. The
linebacker’s coverage responsibility is still B.O.Y.S.
Another thing that is important to note is that you don’t
always have to have a dropping safety. A lot of NFL teams
have a man safety and a middle of the field safety predetermined. They will also game plan a safety that plays
man on tight ends and a safety that plays man on slot
receivers. It all comes down to how your personnel looks
versus your opponent’s personnel. The goal is to create the
best matchups for your players.

Diagram 4

One last teaching point with 3x1 formations is that your
leverage may change a little bit. In diagram 1 we talked
about a 2x2 formation where both guys on the #2 receivers
were playing outside leverage. In diagram 4 look how far
away the left safety is from who will become the low hole
player. At some point you have to decide if you are too far
away from your low hole player to expect help or not. If
you are too far away, it would be wise to switch to inside
leverage.
Now, unfortunately offenses have the ability to shift and
motion and defenses have to be able to adjust. The easiest
way to adjust is to have your players run with their man
when they go in motion as shown in diagram 5.

Diagram 5

However, another really good option is to rock your
safeties with the motion. When you rock the safeties it’s
important that both safeties and the nickel/hybrid player are
all on the same page. Take a look at diagram 6.
Diagram 6

The offense starts in a 2x2 formation and motions to a
3x1 formation. The wide side of the field, as well as the
passing strength, are both to the right, which sets the
nickel/hybrid player to the right. That means the left safety
is the one who starts in man coverage on the short side of
the field. The #2 receiver motions across the formation

which signals the right safety to come out of his middle of
the field spot and play man coverage on the new #3
receiver. The left safety then becomes the post player.
Any adjustment like this needs to have some ground
rules. The first is at what point do the safeties switch roles.
Offenses can run return motion where the receiver starts to
go in motion and then comes back. A common, base rule, is
that when the receiver passes the center, that is when the
safeties exchange responsibilities. The other coaching point
is what you do with nickel/hybrid player. Offenses can
motion guys across and put the #2 and #3 receivers close
together, or they might motion the receiver all the way past
the man the nickel/hybrid player is guarding so it’s good to
have a few plans for these types of situations.
The simplest thing is to tell the nickel/hybrid player not
to worry about the motion man and just stay locked on his
guy.
Another option is to bump the nickel onto the motion
man and the safety coming down takes over the
responsibility of covering the nickel’s original receiver as
shown in diagram 7.
Diagram 7

A few other basic options are to run a “combo”
coverage or simply call “levels.” These two things are ran
when two receivers are lined up within a few yards of each
other. Diagrams 8 and 9 are examples of when you could
call “combo” or “levels.”
Diagram 8

Diagram 9

Levels is a very simple concept where the defenders are
simply making sure they aren’t standing at the same depth.
A common rule is that whoever is guarding the receiver on
the ball will press that receiver, and the defender covering
the receiver off the ball will play off coverage. It’s
important to get on different levels to eliminate the offense
trying to run rub routes and pick routes. You may
remember back to the 2017 National Championship game
between Alabama and Clemson. On the play to win the
game, both Alabama defenders were playing at the same
depth. Clemson ran a pick route, which tangled up the
inside defender and left Hunter Renfrow wide open in the
end zone for the winning score. Although this play didn’t
involve two receivers that were that close together, it still
shows the importance of playing at different depths
defensively. Diagrams 10 and 11 are examples of what
“levels” should look like.

Diagram 10

Diagram 11

The other option with these tight splits is to run what I
call a “combo.” This is where the two defenders run a
combination coverage on the two opposing receivers. If the
receivers cross each other’s path within 5 yards, then the
defenders will trade who they are covering. If the receivers
do not cross within the 5-yard mark, then the defenders will
stay locked on their man as show in diagram 12. The 5-yard
rule is something that can be changed by game. Sometimes
teams have a high tendency of crossing at 6-7 yards in
which case it might be smart to change the 5-yard rule to an
8-yard rule. It’s important to make sure your players know
that once the receiver declares their route inside breaking or
outside breaking that ends the combo. On a whip route for
example the receiver will run out, and then whip back
inside. Since he went out first, the outer defender will cover
him even though he goes back in as shown in diagram 13.
Diagrams 12-15 are all examples of how to play “combo”
coverage.

Diagram 12

Diagram 13

Diagram 14

Diagram 15

Combo coverage can also include the post player and a
man to man defender. The most effective time to do this is
against tight ends who are off the ball, or T.O.B.Y. (Tight
end Off Ball) tight ends. When a tight end is off the ball,
they have the ability to go across the formation behind the
lineman. This can make it difficult for a man to man player
to run across the formation. If you call a “combo alert” then
your middle of the field player, and your man player could
potentially change responsibility. Take a look at diagrams
16-18 below.

The first diagram shows the initial layout of the 2 for 1
combo. Both safeties start with their eyes on the T.O.B.Y.
In the second picture you will see that the T.O.B.Y comes
behind the lineman; in which case the right safety takes
over the man responsibilities and the left safety goes to the
post. The final picture in the sequence shows the T.O.B.Y.
staying on the same side, in which case the left safety takes
over the man responsibility and the right safety goes to the
post. This is a post snap read for both players and is a great
mix-up against teams that use a lot of these tight ends off
the ball.
Diagram 16

Diagram 17

Diagram 18

Diagram 19 is another version of a 2 for 1 combo
coverage between the middle of the field safety and the
man safety. Since they are normally the ones rocking
motion and communicating “combo alerts” with each other
it should be a pretty easy mix-up. We worked this scheme a
little bit when I was at Eastern Washington, but I also saw
Eddie Jackson and Ha Ha Clinton-Dix run it in their week 3
matchup against the Washington Redskins. Take a look at
diagram 19.
Diagram 19

The #3 receiver runs a deep over route. When the
middle of the field safety realizes the #3 receiver is running
an over route, he jumps the over route, and the safety that
was man on the #3 receiver falls off the route and becomes
the new middle of the field defender. Now this is likely the
only route they will play this kind of combo coverage
against but it’s a great change up against teams that run a
lot of over routes.
Another thing to note is that offenses usually run a deep
post behind the over route or from the other side of the
field. When the original middle of the field defender jumps
the over route, then the new middle of the field defender is
in a great position to see if the deep post is coming from the
other side since he has opened that way in his man
coverage. If there is no deep post coming from the opposite
side, he knows he can flip his hips and check to see if the
same side post is coming. If #3 runs anything other than an
over route then the middle of the field player will remain
the middle of the field player, and the man player will
remain the man player.
Another formation that needs to be covered in man free
is bunch. This formation involves three wide receivers that
are close together and they can either be extended out, or
they can be right next to the offensive tackle.
Diagram 20

Diagram 21

The easiest way to play this formation is to run what’s
called a “point combo.” The nickel/hybrid player will press
the point man, or the receiver that is on the ball, and the
safety and corner will “combo” the other two receivers.
You can run the same concept but just switch up who is
doing what. The nickel/hybrid player could show like he is
pressing the point man, but he is actually playing man on
the #3 receiver and the safety and corner would then combo
the #2 and #3 receivers. Diagrams 22-24 below show
different “point combo” concepts to play versus bunch
formations.
Diagram 22

Diagram 23

Diagram 24

Most of the time, having just two of these three options
available for your game plan will work. Most teams usually
don’t spend more than a few plays in bunch formations so
it’s not worth spending a ton of time preparing for it. It’s
important to study your opponent’s route concepts though
so that you can determine which point combo schemes will
work the best.
Here is a scenario where all the information I’ve given
you up to this point can work together on just one play.

Diagram 25

Diagram 25 shows that the wide side of the field and the
passing strength are both to the right, so the communication
would be something like “ring, ring, ring, right, right,
right.” The nickel/hybrid sets up to the right. Then, the
players notice the bunch formation and need to
communicate the game planned “point combo” concept that
you decided on for this opponent. The communication here
will be between the right safety, the nickel/hybrid, and the
corner. Then the #3 receiver goes in motion, which alerts a
combo between the two safeties. Once the motion man
crosses the center the two safeties switch responsibilities.
The left safety plays man on the new #2 receiver and the
right safety becomes the post player. The communication
isn’t done there though. Once the motion goes, the
nickel/hybrid player and corner now need to communicate
either “combo” or “levels” between the two receivers that
are within a few yards of each other. The nice part about all
this is that the linebacker’s responsibilities never changes.
They are still playing B.O.Y.S on the running back. There’s
a lot of communication and moving parts involved in this
scenario but understand, this is one of the hardest ones you

will see, and hopefully you game plan against getting stuck
in this situation.
One last combo coverage that you should have in your
playbook is a “trio.” This is something that you can use
against two back formations and is pretty much the same as
B.O.Y.S. coverage. The only difference is that now three
players are going to be involved defensively instead of two.
Take a look at diagram 26.
Diagram 26

This diagram shows that there are 3 guys to cover the
two running backs. If the running back on the left runs a
route to the left, and the running back on the right runs a
route to the right then the nickel defensive back and will
linebacker would cover those routes and the mike would be
the low hole player, as shown in diagram 27.

Diagram 27

If both running backs go out to the left, then the nickel
defensive back would take the first out, the mike linebacker
would take the second out, and the will linebacker would
become the low hole player, as shown in diagram 28.
Diagram 28

The same goes for the other side. If both routes go out to
the right then the will linebacker would take the first out,

the mike linebacker would take the second out, and the
nickel defensive back would become the low hole player.
The final formation that needs to be talked about for
every coverage is Empty. Many teams will have a game by
game empty check and sometimes that might even be man
free. The easiest man free coverage to run versus empty is
to take your better cover linebacker and put him man to
man on either the running back or the worst receiving
threat. The other linebacker will stay in and play low hole
as shown in diagram 29.
Diagram 29

This is a basic breakdown of how man free is played
across all levels of football. Many of the defenses in the
NFL get very creative with who plays what spots and it
usually is determined based on offensive personnel. It is
very common for a receiver like Odell Beckham Jr. to see a
middle of the field player playing over the top of him and
it’s also very common for safeties to drop down and play
B.O.Y.S coverage against players like Alvin Kamara,
Christian McCaffery, and Saquan Barkley. NFL teams are
always putting their guys in the best situations to be

successful and make plays but at the end of the day its all
the same coverage. Every receiving threat has a man on
them and there is a low hole and a middle of the field
player. Who you decide to put in those spots is up to you.
We will take a look at some of the adjustments NFL teams
make with their safeties in Part II.

Chapter 7:
Devin
McCourty

Devin McCourty is a free safety for the New England
patriots defense and was a part of one of the best defenses
in the NFL in 2019. McCourty was a 1st round pick out of
Rutgers in 2010 and has been with the patriots ever since.
He is one of the most versatile defensive back in the game
because he has the ability to play corner, safety, nickel, and
occasionally will blitz. One of the reasons the Patriot’s
defenses has been so good over the past decade is their
ability to change their defense to cater to any opponent.
This is why McCourty is such a good fit in New England.
Because they change up their defenses, they need players
that have the ability to play multiple positions. An example
how the patriots changed things up in the 2019 season came
after the bye week. Prior to the bye week, the Patriot’s
defense was a man free defense that had a few mix up
coverages thrown in but over 60% of snaps were either man
free, or 1 high safety coverages. After the bye week, that
number dropped almost 10% and the patriots two-high
safety looks went up almost 20%. Those are big tendencies
and because the patriots do this in the middle of the season,
they have the ability to adjust to different teams they may
play in the playoffs. These kinds of adjustments don’t
happen without players like Devin McCourty. Because
McCourty has the versatility to play so many different
positions the patriots had the ability to play many different
coverages.
At the start of the year it looked like McCourty was
going to be a lock for defensive player of the year as he
was snatching interception left and right, but like Eric
Weddle, what really separates him from other safeties and
players in the league is his ability to lead. Safeties have to

be great leaders because they have to play so many
different positions and communicate with every player on
the field. Below are 4-week coverage charts with
percentages of what area of the field McCourty had to
cover. Right below each chart are two tables with the exact
snap counts that correlate with the chart, as well as the
production for those 4 weeks. Also, the red highlighted text
inside the charts are the two areas where McCourty played
the most over the course of those particular 4 week periods.

4 Week Hit Chart 1-4
Blitz: 1.7%

Level 1: 1.7%

Devin
McCourty
Hit Chart

Level 2:
16.1%

Low Hole: 13.6%

Flat: 0.8%

Hook: 0%

QTR: 0%

QTR: 4.4%

QTR: 1.3%

QTR: 0%

Third: 0.4%

Third: 0.8%

Half: 11.8%

Half: 9.6%

Boundary Side

POST
LOW HOLE
MAN
BOUNDARY HALF
FIELD HALF
BOUNDARY QTR
BLITZ
FIELD HOOK
FIELD QUARTER
BOUNDARY FLAT
FIELD THIRD
BOUNDARY THIRD
PREVENT
TOTAL

Flat: 0%

Post: 39.2%

Level 3:
67.5%

D. MCCOURTY

Hook: 1.7%

Field Side

Man: 13.6%

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4
22
12
11
4
7
5
0
2
1
0
0
1
1

15
11
4
9
4
3
0
0
0
2
1
0
0

16
3
5
7
5
0
1
2
1
0
1
0
0

66

49

WEEK 1-4
Tackles (+2)
Missed Tackles (-2)
Ast. Tackles (+1)
QB pressure (+1)
Pass Break up (+3)
Tackle for Loss (+2)
Interception (+5)
Forced Fumble (+5)
Fumble Recovery (+3)
Penalty (-3)
Touchdown (+7)
Total Score

11(+22)
1(-2)
2(+2)
0
5(+15)
0
4(+20)
0
0
1(-3)
0
54

TOTAL

36
5
11
7
6
2
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
41

89
31
31
27
22
10
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
71

PER PLAY = 0.23

227

4 Week Hit Chart 5-8
Blitz: 3.4%

Level 1: 3.4%

Level 2: 17.4%

Devin
McCourty
Hit Chart

Flat: 2.4%

Hook: 1.4%

QTR: 0%

QTR: 0%

Low Hole: 10.8%

Hook: 1.4%

Flat: 1.4%

QTR: 0.9%

QTR: 0%

Post: 22.1%
Level 3: 49.3%

Third: 0.4%

Third: 0.4%

Half: 14.2%
Boundary Side

D. MCCOURTY
MAN
POST
BOUNDARY HALF
FIELD HALF
LOW HOLE
BLITZ
BOUNDARY FLAT
BOUNDARY HOOK
FIELD FLAT
FIELD HOOK
FIELD QTR
BOUNDARY THIRD
FIELD THIRD
TOTAL

Half: 11.3%
Field Side

Man: 29.0%

WEEK 5 WEEK 6 WEEK 7 WEEK 8
8
11
7
14
6
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
51

WEEK 5-8
Tackles (+2)
Missed Tackles (-2)
Ast. Tackles (+1)
QB pressure (+1)
Pass Break up (+3)
Tackle for Loss (+2)
Interception (+5)
Forced Fumble (+5)
Fumble Recovery (+3)
Penalty (-3)
Touchdown (+7)
Total Score

16
8
9
1
4
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
42

4(+8)
2(-4)
3(+3)
1(+1)
1(+3)
0
1(+5)
0
1(+3)
0
0
19

15
12
5
3
4
3
2
1
0
1
0
0
1
47

TOTAL

20
14
8
5
8
1
1
1
2
1
2
0
0
63

PER PLAY = 0.09

59
45
29
23
22
7
5
3
3
3
2
1
1
203

4 Week Hit Chart 9-12
Blitz: 2.0%

Level 1: 2.0%

Level 2: 15.7%

Devin
McCourty
Hit Chart

Flat: 4.1%

Hook: 1.0%

QTR: 0%

QTR: 9.7%

Low Hole: 8.1%

QTR: 4.6%

QTR: 0%

Third: 1.0%

Third: 0%

Half: 9.2%
Boundary Side

MAN
POST
BOUNDARY QTR
BOUNDARY HALF
FIELD HALF
LOW HOLE
FIELD QUARTER
BOUNDARY FLAT
BLITZ
FIELD FLAT
BOUNDARY THIRD
BOUNDARY HOOK
FIELD HOOK
TOTAL

Flat: 2.0%

Post: 13.9%

Level 3:
47.1%

D. MCCOURTY

Hook: 0.5%

Half: 8.7%
Field Side

Man: 34.5%

WEEK 9 WEEK 10 WEEK 11 WEEK 12 TOTAL
29
14
1
0
1
5
4
3
2
3
0
0
0
62

BYE

0

WEEK 9-12
Tackles (+2)
12 (+24)
Missed Tackles (-2)
0
Ast. Tackles (+1)
3(+3)
QB pressure (+1)
0
Pass Break up (+3)
2(+6)
Tackle for Loss (+2)
0
Interception (+5)
0
Forced Fumble (+5)
1(+5)
Fumble Recovery (+3)
0
Penalty (-3)
0
Touchdown (+7)
0
Total Score
38

24
4
4
12
12
6
4
3
0
1
0
0
0
70

14
9
14
6
4
5
1
2
2
0
2
2
1
62

PER PLAY = 0.195

67
27
19
18
17
16
9
8
4
4
2
2
1
194

4 Week Hit Chart 13-17
Blitz: 0.33%

Level 1: 0.33%

Level 2: 22.4%

Devin
McCourty
Hit Chart

Level 3:
51.3%

Flat: 2.3%

Hook: 0.6%

QTR: 0%

QTR: 4.6%

Low Hole: 15.6%

QTR: 6.6%

QTR: 0%

Third: 0.6%

Half: 9.3%

MAN
POST
LOW HOLE
BOUNDARY HALF
FIELD QTR
FIELD HALF
BOUNDARY QTR
FIELD FLAT
BOUNDARY FLAT
BOUNDARY THIRD
FIELD HOOK
BOUNDARY HOOK
FIELD THIRD
BLITZ
TOTAL

Flat: 2.9%

Post: 22.9%
Third: 1.0%

Boundary Side

D. MCCOURTY

Hook: 1.0%

Half: 6.3%
Man: 25.6%

Field Side

WEEK 13 WEEK 14 WEEK 15 WEEK 16 WEEK 17 TOTAL
18
22
9
11
17
77
9
3
22
16
19
69
7
13
6
8
13
47
1
15
4
6
2
28
3
0
6
5
6
20
3
9
4
3
0
19
10
1
1
0
2
14
0
2
3
1
3
9
0
3
0
1
3
7
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
3
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
52
74
55
53
67
301

WEEK 13-17
Tackles (+2)
16(+32)
Missed Tackles (-2)
1(-2)
Ast. Tackles (+1)
6
QB pressure (+1)
0
Pass Break up (+3)
0
Tackle for Loss (+2)
0
Interception (+5)
0
Forced Fumble (+5)
1(+5)
Fumble Recovery (+3)
0
Penalty (-3)
0
Touchdown (+7)
0
Total Score
35

PER PLAY = 0.116

There’s a lot to look at in McCourty’s charts. The first
things that popped out to me was the correlation between
McCourty’s production and the amount he was playing the
post, or middle of the field. In the first 4 weeks McCourty
was putting up MVP type numbers with 4 interceptions in
as many weeks. This 4 week period was also when
McCourty play the middle of the field the most. 39% of his
snaps came as the post player, versus 22%, 13%, and 22%
during the final 3, 4 week periods. McCourty was playing
the post player for 3 of his 4 interceptions. He was a deep
half player for the 4th interception. The point remains, the
more McCourty played in the deep middle of the field, the
more plays he made.
So, what did McCourty start doing instead of play the
post? He started playing a lot more man coverage. In the
first 4 weeks, McCourty played man coverage on 13.9% of
his snaps. The 3 breakdowns following were 29%, 34.5%,
and 25.6%. He drew the responsibility of covering some of
the league’s best tight ends like Travis Kelce, as well as
some of the league’s most versatile running backs like
Christian McCaffery. It was obvious that the patriots were
playing the matchup game by putting on of their best
coverage defenders on the opponent playmakers, but this
took away the playmaking ability of McCourty. After those
first 4 weeks, McCourty’s production saw a big decline.
With that said though, that doesn’t mean he wasn’t able
to affect games. I just mentioned that he was matched up
with some of the best tight ends and running backs in the
leagues and he won those matchups more often than not.
Although he wasn’t as productive, he was consistently
taking opponents top players out of the game and he

continued to play a major role in the success the Patriots
defense throughout the season.
Below are the season totals for Devin McCourty in
coverage.

D. McCourty
MAN
POST
LOW HOLE
BOUNDARY HALF
FIELD HALF
BOUNDARY QTR
FIELD QTR
BOUNDARY FLAT
BLITZ
FIELD FLAT
FIELD HOOK
BOUNDARY THIRD
BOUNDARY HOOK
FIELD THIRD
Total Plays

# of times ran
234
230
116
102
81
43
34
22
16
16
11
7
7
5
924

%of total plays
25.32%
24.89%
12.50%
11.03%
8.76%
4.65%
3.67%
2.38%
1.73%
1.73%
1.19%
0.75%
0.75%
0.54%
99.89%

As you can see, man coverage ended up being
McCourty’s biggest role followed closely by being a post
player. This final season chart really speaks to the amount
of man coverage that the Patriots ran in 2019. The top 3
categories (Man, Post, and Low Hole) were mostly
responsibilities out of man coverage. There were a few
snaps where McCourty was a post player in a cover 3
scheme, or a low hole player in a cover 2 scheme but the
majority of those percentages were man free coverage. You
can also see that cover 2 was a big call for the patriots with
McCourty being a half field player for almost 20% of his
total snaps.

McCourty’s coverage responsibilities are much more
spread out than Weddle’s, as you may remember Weddle
was a post player for almost 50% of his total snaps.
McCourty instead has 5 different positions that he played at
a high rate which really highlights his versatility in
coverage.
Now let’s take a look at some coverage examples from
Devin McCourty and the Patriots defense.
Man Free
This man free example comes in week 6 against the
New York Giants.
Situation: 3rd and 9 at the NY 19 yard line with 2:23 left in
the 1st quarter.
Below is the pre snap shell for the Patriots defense.

This is a pressure man free look from the Patriots. On
the left side of the formation the corner is man to man on
the #1 receiver. On the right side of the formation you can
see the 3 wide receivers that are covered by the 3 defensive
backs. Notice how the defensive backs are all on different
levels. The patriots have a lot of pressure looks with 5 guys

showing at the line of scrimmage but on this one, it ends up
being a 4 man rush with the left defensive end / outside
linebacker covering up the running back. If the running
back were to go to the right, then the right defensive end /
outside linebacker would most likely pick him up and the
left defensive end / outside linebacker would then add to
the rush. Another common thing the patriots do is bring
Devin McCourty down and play man to man on the running
back and rush the 5 guys at the line of scrimmage, so this
pre snap look is a disguise of that. In this case though,
McCourty drops into the low hole area and becomes a
robber.
The next two pictures are the routes that were run, and
how the defenders played the routes.

The patriots had a pre snap rule here where if the #3
receiver runs this over route, then McCourty will pick it up,
and the guy that was initially man to man on the #3 receiver
becomes the new low hole player. This is exactly like one
of the combination coverages we talked about in the Part 1,
man free chapter. It’s a 2 on 1 combination coverage on the

#3 receiver. The rest of the player responsibilities are
simply to stay on their man and the post player should stay
in the post.
Just as a side note, another adjustment the patriots make
is to have to low hole player pick up the shallow crossing
route being ran by the #1 receiver to the left. That means
that the left corner will become the low hole player.
Because the Patriots do a few different things with that low
hole player, it can be very difficult for a quarterback to
figure out exactly what’s going to be passed off and who
the final low hole player will end up being.
Cover 2
This cover 2 example comes from week 7 against the
New York Jets.
Situation: 1st and 10 at NYJ 25 with 0:09 left in the 1st
quarter.
Below is the pre snap shell for the Patriots defense.

This is a true two-man coverage where every receiver is
covered and there is two deep safeties to rob over the top of
those receivers. The way the Patriots line up to start the
play makes it look like man free though. McCourty is the

defensive back sitting right in the low hole area and at the
snap he gets out into his deep half coverage and it turns into
a two high man coverage. This isn’t the best call against
run plays and it showed. Below are the diagrams of the run
play ran by the Jets and how the Patriots defended it.

The first thing you should notice is that when Devin
McCourty gets out into his half field defense there is only 5
guys left in the box. That leaves 5 offensive linemen for 5
defenders. This kind of look is usually and automatic check
handoff for offenses because if they get everybody blocked
then the only guys left to tackle the running back are the
two deep half players that are at least 12 yards deep. The
man to man defenders ended up getting off blocks and
making a tackle after a 7 yard gain. If you are going to run
something like this just understand it should be in passing
situations. When you take the defenders out of the box to
play man to man on the receivers, you are left very
vulnerable in the run game. The safeties can get involved in
the run game but it’s tough to ask them to cover a deep half
as well as make plays near the line of scrimmage. I’m sure
the patriots didn’t expect the Jets to run it here and a 7 yard

gain isn’t the end of the world given that the Jets had 75
yards to go to get to the endzone.
Cover 3
This cover 3 example comes from week 11 against the
Philadelphia Eagles.
Situation: 1st and 10 at Phi 12 with 10:04 left in the 4th
quarter.
Below is the pre snap shell for the Patriots defense.

This is about as basic as it gets for cover 3 coverage.
This is an example of a spot drop coverage that we talked
about in Part I. The patriots don’t run a lot of spot drop
cover 3 so the Eagles are probably expecting some sort of
man free coverage. If you remember back to cover 3 in Part
I, you’ll remember that there are 4 underneath droppers and
3 deep defenders. Devin McCourty is the jam flat defender
to the right. To the left of him is the two hook players and
then the Jam Flat player on the other side of the field. The
two corners and the deep safety in the middle of the field
are the 3 deep defenders. Because of how well this play
works out, I’d be willing to bet the Patriots had game

planned this coverage versus this formation. The first tell
for what to expect here is the personnel. There are two tight
ends and one running back in the game which is 12
personnel. The patriots have certain plays they most likely
call versus 12 personnel and with one of the tight ends
lining up in the backfield instead a traditional tight end
spot, it turns into a double whammy. 12 personnel with a
tight end in the backfield usually tells you something.
When I was in college, anytime a tight end lined up in the
backfield it was an alert to 1 or two plays the opponent ran
so I can’t imagine it would be much different in the NFL.
Below are the diagrams of the play ran by the Eagles and
how the Patriots defended it.

Both of the players in the backfield take off on flat
routes and end up being covered by the jam flat players.
The two outside receivers both run vertical routes, which
are covered by the outside 1/3 defenders. The tight end runs
an over route, which goes right to the hook player on the
right. There is nobody the runs a route in the deep middle
of the field, so that safety is able to break quickly wherever

the QB tries to throw. Everything is covered here but the
right side hook player doesn’t do a good job of seeing the
depth of the over route and ends up letting it go too far
behind him. Also, just like in the Rams cover 3 example,
the flat player jumps the flat route instead of continuing to
get depth to fall under the over route. If you remember back
to Part I, Cover 3, we talked about cover 3 being a
“killzone” defense. You want to force opponents to throw it
to the short routes and as a defense you will break on those
passes and make tackles for short gains. Wentz threw a
perfect pass right over the hook players head for a 25 yard
completion. Although this ended up being a big play for the
Eagles, you can see how it can potentially be a very good
call against 2 back formations.
Cover 4
This cover 4 example comes from week 9 against the
Baltimore Ravens.
Situation: 2nd and 11 at BLT 29 with 2:00 left in the 2nd
quarter.
Below is the pre snap shell for the Patriots defense.

The first half of the season the patriots didn’t run very
much 2 high coverage, but this is a good example of how
they played it versus and empty formation and how they
adjusted with the motion. You should be able to see in the
pre snap shell that the two corners and the two deep safeties
are your 4 quarter defenders. Devin McCourty, who is of
course a safety, is actually showing off his versatility here
and playing what is normally the mike linebacker. The
thinking behind this most likely has to do with the fact that
Lamar Jackson is the only real running threat out of this
formation. By putting McCourty in the middle here you are
putting one of your better athletes in a good position to
make a play on Jackson if he does decide to run.
The pictures below show the routes that were ran and
how they were covered.

The #3 receiver motions from one side of the formation
to the other and ends up being the receiver Lamar Jackson
threw the ball to. The 4 quarter defenders cover up the 4
vertical routes and the underneath defenders sink into their
zones playing off the #2,#3, and #2. This a the perfect play

call really for this route combinations. The 4 vertical routes
are covered by the 4 deep defenders, and there is 3
underneath defenders left to cover the one short route that
is ran by the #3 receiver. The Outside linebacker to the
right is playing through the #2 receiver to the flat and is the
player who ends up making the play on this route. This is a
simple example of how cover 4 is played but it shows some
of the thinking of where you should put your players to
give your defense the best chance to be successful. There
weren’t a lot of schemes or players that could stop Lamar
Jackson in 2019 but you give yourself a much better chance
by putting your best athletes (like McCourty) in positions
to make a play on him. This play ended up being a 5 yard
gain and ultimately led to a 3 and out for the Ravens.
These 4 coverage examples should help you with your
overall understanding of coverage. The patriots are one of
the best teams in the league at mixing up their coverages
and being able to completely change their defense based on
their opponents. This is something they work on throughout
the season so when it comes time for the playoffs they are
prepared to defend any team. Prior to the Patriots bye week
they ran a lot of man free and “0” coverage. After the bye
week they completely changed and ran cover 2 and cover 4
almost 20% more often than before the bye week. This is
just one of the many reasons they have been able to be so
good for so long.
Before we move on to our next players, one last thing to
note with the Patriots is the simplicity to their scheme.
Belichick is a genius because he gives his players a job and
they execute, not necessarily because he schemes up every
opponent. They don’t have a ton of fancy play calls. They

just go out and do exactly what they are supposed to. When
big plays hit on the Patriots its usually because someone
lost their 1 on 1 matchup. That player makes a tackle and
the Patriots live to fight another play. With other teams’
coordinators like to get too cute with coverages and if one
guys busts that coverage, that’s when wide open
touchdowns happen. Those are the things you just don’t see
from the Patriots. They run a lot of different kinds of man
coverage and sprinkle in a few zone coverages here and
there but when Belichick sits in his interviews and says it’s
about one week at a time and just executing your job he
means it. Just do your job.

